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Key points:  

 The transpolar drift is one of the major transport mechanisms of silicate, 

dissolved Cu, Fe, Mn and Ni into and through the Arctic Ocean  

 In the Makarov Basin, Pacific waters are a source of dissolved cadmium, 

copper, manganese and nickel, but not of iron    

 The longer residence time of waters in the Makarov basin result in a decrease 

of dissolved metal concentrations 
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Abstract 

During the Polarstern (PS94) expedition, summer 2015, part of the international 

GEOTRACES program, sources and sinks of dissolved (D) Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni and Zn 

were studied in the central Arctic Ocean. In the Polar Surface Water in which the TransPolar 

Drift (TPD) is situated, salinity and 18O derived fractions indicated a distinct riverine source 

for silicate DCo, DCu, DFe, DMn and DNi. Linear relationships between DMn and the 

meteoric fraction depended on source distance, likely due to Mn-precipitation during 

transport. In the upper 50 m of the Makarov Basin, outside the TPD core, DCo, DMn, DNi, 

DCd and DCu were enriched by Pacific waters, whereas DFe seemed diluted. DCo, DFe, 

DMn and DZn were relatively high in the Barents Sea and led to enrichment of Atlantic water 

flowing into the Nansen Basin. Deep concentrations of all metals were significantly lower in 

the Makarov Basin compared to the Nansen and Amundsen, the Eurasian, Basins. The Gakkel 

ridge hydrothermal input and higher continental slope convection are explanations for higher 

metal concentrations in the Eurasian Basins. Although scavenging rates are lower in the 

Makarov Basin compared to the Eurasian Basins, the residence time is longer and therefore 

scavenging can decrease the dissolved concentrations with time. This study provides a 

baseline to assess future change, and additionally identifies processes driving trace metal 

distributions. Our results underline the importance of fluvial input as well as shelf sources and 

internal cycling, notably scavenging, for the distribution of bio-active metals in the Arctic 

Ocean. 

 

Abstract in Plain language 

Of the oceans on our planet, the Arctic Ocean is subject to the most rapid climate 

change. The temperature rise, increases the discharge of Arctic river water, rich in nutrients, 

dissolved metals and organic matter. The transpolar drift (TPD), transports this water over the 

Arctic Ocean towards the Atlantic Ocean. 

In the present study we describe the dissolved concentrations of biologically active trace 

metals cadmium, cobalt, copper, iron, manganese, nickel and zinc in the central Arctic Ocean 

during an expedition with the ice breaker Polarstern. 

Our results showed that rivers bring iron, cobalt, copper, iron, manganese, nickel into 

the Arctic Ocean, transported further by the TPD.  In the deep waters, deeper than 1500-2000 

m, there is a significant difference in the concentrations of all metals between the Eurasian 

and the American-Canadian side of the Artic Ocean, where all metals have higher 

concentrations on the Eurasian side. This is explained by a combination of input from 
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underwater volcanos, input from the shelves at the Eurasian side and the longer residence 

time in the American-Canadian deep water. Stripping of metals by sinking particles in the 

American-Canadian deep water can be more effective due to the longer residence time. 

 

1. Introduction 

The Arctic Ocean is subject to more rapid climate change compared to other 

oceans (IPCC, 2014; Serreze et al., 2016; Serreze and Stroeve, 2015; Maslanik et al., 2011; 

Dickson et al., 2008). The decreasing sea-ice cover increases light penetration which has a 

strong influence on primary production (Arrigo and van Dijken, 2011, 2015; Arrigo et al., 

2008, 2012; Lowry et al., 2018; Lewis et al., 2018). Additionally, the rise in temperature 

increases shelf inputs (Rutgers van der Loeff et al., 2018; Kipp et al. 2018) and discharge with 

associated nutrient input of Arctic river water from snow and ice melt as well as permafrost 

thawing. The Arctic Ocean is exceptional in having a high surface area of adjacent shelf seas 

at the Eurasian side being the Barents Sea, the Kara Sea and the Laptev Sea (Figure 1A) and a 

large river influence with the major rivers being the Ob, Yenisei and Lena (Raiswell and 

Anderson, 2005; Stedmon, et al., 2011; Rudels, 2012). The fresh water input together with sea 

ice melt makes the Polar Surface Water (PSW) relatively fresh. In the PSW the Transpolar 

Drift (TPD) moves sea ice and river water from the Siberian shelf seas to Fram Strait 

(Gordienko and Laktionov, 1969; Gregor et al., 1998; Rudels, 2015). The dominant surface 

current transports river water containing nutrients, metals and humic matter trough the Arctic 

Ocean in the direction of Fram Strait. The PSW is separated via a strong halocline from the 

underlying Atlantic Water (AW), which is transformed into Atlantic Arctic Water (AAW) 

during transport along the shelves through the Arctic Ocean (Figure 1A, 2A, B, Rudels, 1986; 

2009; Aagaard and Carmack, 1989; water masses are defined in section 2.5 Water mass 

distinction). The inflow of AW through the Barents Sea and through the Fram Strait 

introduces warm and saline water into the Arctic Ocean via a counter clockwise circulation, 

and this inflow plays an important role in the thermohaline circulation of the Arctic and 

global oceans (Anderson et al., 1994; Rudels et al., 2000; Hansen et al., 2008) (Figure 1A). 

The inflow of heat by the AW is increasing, influencing not only the Atlantic layer but also 

weakening the stratification of the halocline, leading to enhanced sea-ice loss (Carmack et al., 

2015, 2016; Polyakov et al., 2017). The deep Arctic Ocean, containing the Intermediate Water 

(IW) and Polar Deep Water (PDW) masses is divided by oceanic ridges, more or less 

separating the PDW into basins (Figure 1B, 2A). From the Eurasian to the American-

Canadian continent, the Gakkel Ridge with its many deep passages and hydrothermal 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmars.2018.00088/full#B30
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmars.2018.00088/full#B40
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hotspots, forms the boundary between the two Eurasian Basins: the Nansen and Amundsen 

Basins whereas the Lomonosov ridge forms the boundary between the Amundsen and 

Makarov Basins. The latter ridge also separates the Eurasian Basins from the Amerasian 

Basins. The Makarov Basin is separated from the Canada Basin by the Alpha Ridge and the 

Mendeleev Ridge. The deep water in the Makarov Basin is older, warmer and saltier than in 

the Eurasian Basins due to dense water formation and hardly any exchange occurs between 

the deep Makarov and other basins and oceans, whereas for the Eurasian Basins exchange 

occurs through the Norwegian Sea and Fram Strait with fresher and colder Greenland Deep 

Sea Water (Aagaard,1980; Aagaard et al., 1985; Rudels 1986; Rudels, 2015).  

Climate change induced modifications are also observed in deeper water masses than 

the PSW (Karcher et al., 2010). This is reflected in the Atlantic water (AAW) and 

Intermediate waters (IW) in the distribution 230Th (Valk et al., 2020, Grenier et al., 2019). 

Other anthropogenic influences are shown by the penetration of 129I, 236U in the AAW 

(Casacuberta et al., 2016, 2018) and CFC and SF6 in intermediate and deep waters (Tanhua et 

al, 2009, Smethie, 2017: doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.872956). The climate induced changes not 

only influence temperature, salinity and penetration of isotopes and pollutants, but also the 

biogeochemical cycles of bio-active metals Co, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni and Zn, which are essential 

trace metals necessary for growth of phytoplankton, the base of the marine food web. In the 

surface open ocean, the dissolved concentrations of these trace metals are generally low due 

to biological uptake (Bruland et al., 2014; De Baar and La Roche, 2003: Sunda, 2012). With 

increasing depth, concentrations increase due to release via bacterial decomposition of 

organic matter, thus creating a so-called nutrient type depth profile, unless other processes 

besides regeneration play a role, like scavenging for Mn that usually displays a scavenged 

type depth profile. Dissolved Cd also shows a nutrient type depth profile, however, Cd is 

currently not considered to be an essential nutrient, even though for some diatom species it 

can replace Zn in carbonic anhydrase and some species even have Cd specific carbonic 

anhydrase enzymes (Price and Morel, 1990; Lane and Morel, 2000; Xu et al., 2008; Lane, 

2005).  

Because of the changes occurring in the Arctic Ocean, such as changing river input and 

melting sea ice, it is essential to study the sources and sinks of bio-active metals in order to 

understand the current system and assess ongoing changes. Sources of dissolved metals to the 

ocean are atmospheric deposition, river input, sea ice melt, melting ice bergs, decomposition 

of (sinking) organic material, lateral transport of releases over the shelf, input from the 

sediment by diagenesis and via resuspension and hydrothermal input, whereas sinks are 
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formed by uptake of organisms, predominantly in the photic zone, as well as coagulation, 

precipitation and scavenging followed by settling of particles out of the water column 

(Middag et al., 2011;Klunder et al., 2012a,b; Bullard et al., 2017; Rijkenberg et al., 2018; 

Whitmore et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Jensen et al., 2019, 2020). Increased temperatures, 

increase phytoplankton growth and consequently the consumption of macro nutrients and 

bioactive trace metals increase too (Arrigo et al., 2008, Arrigo and van Dijken 2015; 

Rijkenberg et al., 2018). Depending on light availability, a new steady state will develop and 

the consumption will likely increase until one nutrient will become limiting. More research is 

necessary to anticipate on these dynamic processes, it might be a macro-nutrient but outside 

the TPD flow path it might also be DFe that becomes limiting (Arrigo and van Dijken, 2011; 

Lowry et al., 2018; Rijkenberg et al., 2018).  

The influence of dust is estimated to be of minor importance in the Arctic Ocean 

(Bullard et al., 2017), especially in comparison to other surface sources. In the flow path of 

the TPD or in regions with ice melt or lateral fluxes from the shelves, the surface 

concentrations of the bioactive metals in the Arctic Ocean can be relatively high in contrast to 

other open oceans (Middag et al., 2011, Klunder et al., 2012a, Slagter et al., 2017; Rijkenberg 

et al., 2018; Jensen et al., 1919, 2020; Charette et al., 2020). Specifically, high input from 

melting sea ice occurs from so called dirty sea ice or anchor ice, sediment laden sea ice from 

the shallow parts of the shelf seas (Measures, 1999; Ito et al.,2019; Darby et al., 2011). 

Besides dirty sea ice, river water contains large amounts of humic material, which can bind or 

chelate trace metals, especially Fe, but also Mn, Zn, Cu, Co, Ni and Cd that are known to bind 

to dissolved organic ligands. Humic material flocculates and sinks out of the water column to 

a significant degree  in estuaries (Yang et al., 2017), but the fraction of humics that reaches 

the ocean, increases the solubility and thus the residence time of trace metals as 

predominantly studied for Fe and Cu (Sholkovitz and Copland, 1981; Laglera and van den 

Berg., 2009; Laglera et al., 2019;; Whitby and van den Berg, 2015; Yang et al., 2017; Slagter 

et al., 2019, Sukekava et al., 2018). Although this is in general known for the exchange 

between rivers and oceans, there is substantial variation between different river systems and 

preciously little is known about the distribution of riverine metal input in the Arctic Ocean. 

The distribution of river water in the Arctic Ocean has been studied extensively (Ekwurzel et 

al., 2001, Carmack et al., 2015; Laukert et al., 2017; Ditmar and Kattner, 2003) and also the 

trace metals content of Eurasian rivers and the distribution in estuaries and nearby shelves has 

been investigated, from the nineteen nineties onwards (Guieu, et al. 1996; Dai and Martin, 

1995; Martin et al., 1993; Garnier et al., 1996; Gordeev, 2000; Guay et al, 2010). The 
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dissolved concentrations of Fe and Mn of the rivers are considerably higher, 4 to 20 times, 

than the shelf water, most likely due to coagulation and loss from the dissolved phase (Guieu 

et al., 1996 in the Lena River and estuary in 1991; Höleman et al., 2005 in the Lena river and 

estuary 1996), whereas DCd, DCu and DNi increase 1.5 to 6 fold during transport into the 

estuary, most likely due to mobilization from a particulate fraction. Also DZn has been 

reported to increase from the river into the shelf sea due to mixing with the higher DZn in 

seawater (Jensen et al., 2019). However, the transport and distribution of trace metals beyond 

the shallow shelf seas into the Arctic Ocean have long not been studied after the pioneer work 

done on single stations (Yeats and Westerlund, 1991; Moore, 1981). Since sampling 

equipment has been improved over time enabling sampling of more stations, as far as we 

know Klunder et al (2012 a,b) and Middag et al. (2011) are the only studies on the 

distribution and processes affecting trace metals in the Eurasian part of the Arctic Ocean 

before results of our present cruise were published (Charette et al., 2020; Rijkenberg et al., 

2018; Slagter et al., 2017,2019). Moreover, the above publications by Klunder and Middag 

are restricted to results from one cruise and about two trace metals, Fe and Mn, whereas, this 

study adds insights for other metals as well.  

 The deep waters of the Nansen Basin have higher dissolved metal concentrations than 

in the deep Makarov Basin for some metals like DFe and DMn, whereas the Makarov Basin 

has higher phosphate and silicate concentrations (Jones et al., 2003; Middag et al., 2011; 

Klunder et al., 2012b; Rijkenberg et al., 2018). Grenier et al., (2019) concluded that in the 

Makarov and Canada Basins, scavenging has become more important since 2000, especially 

in coastal areas, probably due to increased primary productivity (Arrigo et al., 2008; Arrigo 

and van Dijken, 2015) and sediment resuspension. The intensification of scavenging is not 

limited to the coastal environment, Valk et al. (2020) argued that an increased scavenging in 

waters flowing into the Eurasian basin through the Barents Sea affected intermediate depth 

waters in the Amundsen Basin and Grenier at al. (2019) suggested that increased lateral 

exchange increased scavenging as well. Gdaniec et al. (2020) compared the Nansen, 

Amundsen and Makarov Basins and showed that compared to the Makarov Basin, the 

Amundsen and Nansen Basins were much more subjected to boundary scavenging. Near the 

ocean margins or boundaries, scavenging is more intense due to higher particle densities by 

resuspension processes, and this is thus called boundary scavenging (Anderson et al., 1983; 

Lao et al., 1992; Roy-Barman, 2009). Klunder et al. (2012b) and Middag et al. (2011) could 

distinguish DFe and DMn input from re-suspension of sediments from the shelf slopes into 
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the Nansen Basin, the Basin with most terrestrial influence, however as far as we know no 

other trace metal data is available.  

In summer 2015, the international Pan-Arctic GEOTRACES program set out three 

separate expeditions to sample the Arctic Ocean for organic and inorganic carbon, nutrients, 

trace metals and isotopes. In the present study we describe the dissolved concentrations of 

biological active trace metals in the central Arctic Ocean during the TRANSARCII Polarstern 

(PS94) expedition in summer 2015 (GN04). We show and discuss the river input and 

distribution in the TPD of dissolved Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni and Zn. We describe the 

differences in the surface layer between the open ocean in the Nansen Basins and the ice 

covered Amundsen and Makarov basins, that are influenced by the TPD. We show that not 

only DFe has higher concentrations in the deep Eurasian basins compared to the Makarov 

Basin but also DCo, DCu, DNi and DZn and discuss whether shelf processes and residence 

time of the deep water offer probable explanations. Moreover, we connect our results with 

those from the GEOTRACES GN01 cruise executed simultaneously in the Canadian Basins 

(Jensen et al., 2019, 2020, Charette et al., 2020; Bundy et al., 2020). Since the DFe data 

obtained by ship board Flow Injection Analysis (FIA) was published previously (Rijkenberg 

et al., 2018), as was the dissolved organic speciation of DFe (Slagter et al., 2017, 2019; 

Laglera et al., 2019) the focus here is on the other six metals DCd, DCo, DCu, DMn, DNi and 

DZn. 

 

2. Methods and equipment 

2.1. Sampling 

During the GEOTRACES TransARC II cruise (PS94) on the German icebreaker RV 

Polarstern, 28 stations were sampled between 17 August and 14 October 2015 (Figure 1A,B). 

Samples for trace metal analysis were taken using 24 trace-metal clean polypropylene  

samplers of 24 L, each mounted on an all titanium frame with a SEABIRD 911 CTD 

system(de Baar et al., 2008; Rijkenberg et al., 2015, stations sampled with this CTD are given 

in Figure 1A). The frame was deployed on a 11 mm Dyneema cable without internal signal 

transduction cables and an SBE 17plus V2 Searam in a titanium housing provided power, 

saved the CTD data and closed the sampling bottles at pre-programmed depths. After 

deployment, the complete sampling system was pushed into an ISO Class 6 clean room 

container. Here samples for dissolved metals were filtered directly from the polypropylene 

samplers over < 0.2 µm Sartobran 300 cartridges (Sartorius) under mild pressure (0.7 bar) of 

filtered N2 applied via the top-connector of the polypropylene sampler. The filters were rinsed 
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with approximately 700 mL seawater before use. Samples for dissolved metals were acidified 

to a pH of 1.8 at a final concentration of 0.024 M ultraclean Seastar Base-line HCl (Seastar 

Chemicals). 

Samples for stable oxygen isotope analysis of the water (18O) were taken from a 

standard rosette in 50 mL glass bottles (Stations sampled with the standard rosette are shown 

in Figure 1B). 

 

2.2. Trace metal analysis 

Trace metals Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni and Zn were analysed with a Thermo Finnigan 

HR-ICPMS element 2 after pre-concentration and matrix removal. A volume of 30 mL 

sample was pipetted into an acid cleaned FEP vial. An internal standard (lutetium and indium) 

was added at a final concentration of 5 nM prior to UV digestion (Middag et al., 2015). The 

samples were digested for 4h in a home-made UV box after which they were pre-concentrated 

with by factor of 40 using a seaFAST offline pre-concentration system, using Nobias PA1 

resin as a pre-concentration column (Lagerstrom et al., 2013; Bown et al., 2017; Gerringa et 

al., 2020). Samples were eluted in 1.5M teflon distilled HNO3 that contained rhodium as a 

standard to easily identify any sample introduction issues in a run whereas the indium and 

lutetium were used as the internal standards in the quantification (Middag et al., 2015). 

The system was calibrated with seven standard additions using a home-made stock 

solution. The maximum standard additions were comparable to maximum concentrations in 

the marine environment. The recovery was verified in every analytical run by comparing the 

slope of the seawater calibration curve (multi-element standard added to seawater) and an 

eluent calibration curve (multi-element standard added directly to the elution acid) after Biller 

and Bruland (2012). Blank contributions from the sample handling, pre-concentration and 

analyses steps were determined by treating analysing acidified MQ water (~1.8 pH) as a 

sample. The accuracy and precision of the measurements were determined by measuring 

standard reference samples (GSP and SAFeD1) and in-house reference water (North Atlantic 

deep water (1000 m, 39.7 N, 14.2 E) (Table 1a,b) and via GEOTRACES intercalibration 

exercises. The detection limit was estimated as 3 times the standard deviation of the blank 

except for Cd. The MoO interference correction required in the determination of Cd is 

especially important at low concentration and cannot be ignored as is implicitly done when 

using a milliQ sample that does not contain Mo (Biller and Bruland, 2012). The Cd detection 

limit was estimated as 3 times the standard deviation of the laboratory Surface Seawater 

standard (SSW). The standard deviation for all samples was calculated following 
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Seyitmuhammedov et al. (2020) as the square root of the sum of the internal and external 

standard deviations (SD), 𝑆𝐷 = √𝑆𝐷𝐼𝑁𝑇
2 + 𝑆𝐷𝐸𝑋𝑇

2
. 

The internal SD (SDINT) being the SD of the ICP-MS measurement, and the external SD 

(SDEXT) the SD of the specific element of the in house reference water measured regularly 

during the time of measuring the whole dataset (N=18). 

Data on trace metals can be found at https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.932797 (under 

review) and  https://dataportal.nioz.nl/doi/10.25850/nioz/7b.b.jc. 

 

2.3 Nutrient Analysis 

Nutrients were sampled from both the trace metal clean and standard rosette (Figure 

1B). Phosphate, silicate, nitrite and nitrate were analyzed in unfiltered samples immediately 

after sampling in a temperature controlled laboratory container with a Technicon TRAACS 

800 continuous flow auto analyser (Murphy and Riley, 1962; Strickland and Parsons, 1972; 

Grasshoff,1983). Details on the method, precision and detection limits are described by 

Rijkenberg et al. (2018). Data on nutrients can be found at 

https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.868396  

 

2.418O and nutrient based water mass fractions  

Stable isotope analyses were made at CEOAS (College of Earth, Ocean, and 

Atmospheric Science, Oregon State University, Oregon; details given in Paffrath et al., 2021). 

A water mass analysis for marine water, meteoric or river water and sea-ice meltwater may be 

based on S/18O mass balances (Bauch et al, 2011, 1995).  Salinity and 18O show a first order 

linear correlation due to the mixture of marine water (~0‰ in 18O) with significant amounts 

of isotopically depleted meteoric water. Meteoric water consists of river runoff and local 

precipitation, with similar isotopic composition due to their common source.  The deviations 

from the linear correlation between salinity and 18O are caused by sea-ice processes. In the 

southern Eurasian Basin marine waters solely consist of Atlantic-derived waters and water 

masses may be separated by simple 3-component mass balance calculations (Östlund and Hut, 

1984). The marine source in the northern and eastern Eurasian Basin as well as in the North 

American basins (Makarov and Canadian basins) is expected to be a mixture of Atlantic and 

Pacific-derived waters (Bauch et al., 1995; Jones et al., 2008; Yamamoto-Kawai et al., 2008) 

and a 4-component mass balance has to be applied. In this study, a 4-component N/P-based 

mass balance is applied. The mass balance is further governed by the following equations: 

https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.932797
https://dataportal.nioz.nl/doi/10.25850/nioz/7b.b.jc
https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.868396
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fa + fp + fSIM + fMW = 1       (1)  

fa Sa + fp Sp + fSIM SSIM + fMW SMW = Smeas    (2)  

fa Oa + fp Op + fSIM OSIM + fMW OMW = Omeas      (3)  

fa Pa + fp Pp + fSIM PSIM + fMW PMW = Pmeas      (4)  

where fa is the fraction of Atlantic water, fp the fraction of Pacific-derived water, fSIM the 

fraction of sea-ice meltwater, and fMW is the fraction of meteoric water. S, O and P with the 

corresponding subscript are the endmember values and measured values of salinity and 18O, 

and the phosphate concentration of each endmember or the measured sample. We used the 

measured NOx (sum of nitrate and nitrite) concentration of each sample and derived 

individual phosphate (P) endmembers for the Pacific and Atlantic fractions from the “pure 

Atlantic water line” ([NOx] = 16.785*[PO4] - 1.9126; Bauch et al., 2011) and the “pure Pacific 

water line ([NOx] = 15.314*[PO4] - 14.395; Jones et al., 2008) for each sample. Fixed 

phosphate endmember values are assigned to river water and sea-ice meltwater (Table 2). 

Due to inaccuracies in endmembers and measurements, N/P-based calculations may 

also produce slightly negative fractions fp of Pacific-derived waters. These however, remain 

relatively small also within the Atlantic regime (average fp are ~-2%, with extreme values up 

to -10%) and are still within the uncertainty (~10% for marine waters) of the method 

(Yamamoto-Kawai et al., 2008). It is a known issue that Siberian shelf waters have a similar 

N/P signal as Pacific-derived waters and N/P-based calculations therefore overestimate 

Pacific-derived waters within the TPD (Bauch et al., 2011). Alternatively, the initial 

phosphate corrected for mineralization with oxygen (PO*) as quasi-conservative parameter 

may be used (Ekwurzel et al., 2001; Bauch et al., 2011: Newton et al., 2013). However, this 

method systematically underestimates the contribution of Pacific-derived water to the Arctic 

Ocean halocline, mainly because of continuing oxygen exchange with the atmosphere 

(although restricted below ice cover). Since no oxygen titration was done at station (St) 134, 

we applied the N/P-based method in this study. Both methods were compared and resembled 

each other closely considering the meteoric (slope=1.1, R2=0.97, p<0.0001) and sea-ice melt 

(slope=0.91, R2=0.98, p<0.0001) fractions in the TPD (N=80) as well as considering all 

samples (N=432, Figure S1, Table S1). Alkire et al. (2015) observed also a close resemblance 

between the N/P-based and PO*-based methods for fSIM and fMW. However, it must be noted 

that the Pacific and Atlantic contributions differ considerably, with a factor of ~2 in our data 

(slopes are 0.42 and 0.55, respectively, Figure S1) (Bauch et al., 2011; Alkire et al., 2015). An 
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advantage of using the N/P-based method is that Charette et al. (2020) used the same method, 

making comparison straightforward. 

A negative sea-ice meltwater fraction fSIM reflects the amount of water removed by sea-

ice formation, and the absolute value is proportional to the subsequent addition of brines to 

the remaining water. Therefore, we refer to negative fractions of sea-ice meltwater also as 

sea-ice derived brine influence or just brine influence. The sea-ice meltwater fraction does not 

include meltwater from ice formed from river water; this is river water previously transported 

by ice and is identified by its 18O and salinity signature, and it is accounted for in fMW 

accordingly. All fractions are net values reconstructed from the 18O, salinity and the nutrient 

signature of each sample and are the result of time integrated effects on the sample volume 

over the residence time of the water.  

The fractions were used to find correlations with the dissolved metals in order to 

investigate metal sources. Calculations were done using the software package R (R 

Development Core Team, 2011) on all of these samples and on samples divided per basin 

where the TPD flowed, being the Amundsen and Makarov Basin and per crossing of the 

TPD, along St 81-101 and closer to the Eurasian shelf upstream the TPD along St 119-130 or 

134. It was not certain whether St 134 was in or out the TPD track (see section 2.5). It must 

be noted that the crossing along St 119-130/134 contained more stations and samples in the 

Amundsen whereas the crossing along St 81-101 had more stations in the Makarov Basin 

(Table S4).  

 

2.5 Water mass distinction 

Potential temperature and absolute salinity are given in Figures 2A,B with water 

masses indicated. We followed Rudels (2009) to distinguish the following water masses from 

bottom to surface:  

1. Eurasian Polar Deep Water (EPDW): potential temperature, Θ<-0.55°C, 

approximately below 1200-1500 m.  

2. Canadian Polar Deep Water (CPDW): potential temperature between -0.55 and 

-0.5°C and also a high salinity>34.9, approximately below 1900 m. However, the upper limit 

of the CPDW the temperature boundary of <-0.5°C did not coincide with the salinity 

boundary of >34.9. On the basis of the silicate concentrations we chose to follow the 

potential temperature<-0.5°C to define the boundary with the above lying Intermediate Water 

in the Makarov Basin (IWMak).  

3. Intermediate Water (IW): potential temperature between -0.5 and 0° C, and less 
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saline at 34.87-34.92, approximately between 800 and 1200-1550 m in the Eurasian Basins 

and between 800 and 1900 m in the Makarov Basin. As for the CPDW, the potential 

temperature was chosen as leading parameter to define the water mass limits. 

4. Atlantic Arctic Water (AAW): potential temperature >0°C and salinities 

between 34.5 and 35 to be found approximately between 100 and 800 m. 

5. Polar Surface Water (PSW): potential temperatures <0°C with varying salinity, 

present in the upper 50-175 m. Along our Arctic Ocean transect the absolute salinity varied 

between 30.2 and 34.7 g/kg 

For PDW, IW and AAW we also made a subdivision per basin, being the Nansen 

Amundsen and Makarov Basins. Above the relatively warm Atlantic water, the Polar Surface 

Water (PSW with potential temperatures below 0°C) was distinguished, in which the TPD is 

situated. Although part of the PSW, the presence of the TPD influences the chemical 

composition of the PSW considerably. Therefore, the PSW is divided into in and out of the 

TPD track. The TPD was defined in earlier work on data of this cruise based on the in-situ Dr 

de Haardt fluorometer for Chromophoric Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM) spectral ranges 

(BackScat, Dr. Haardt) with adsorption values above 0.5 arbitrary units (a.u.) (Slagter et al., 

2017). For St 119 and 134, no CDOM data were available. For St 119, a clear distinction 

based on elevated DFe and fMW, identified the position of the TPD with respect to our sample 

depths, however, whether St 134 was in or outside the TPD track, was unclear. In the present 

work, in section 4.1.2, we confirm the previous conclusion from Slagter et al., (2017) that St 

134 is outside the core of the TPD. However, we disagree on St 101; we conclude that the 

complete upper 70 to 80 m of St 101 is inside the core of the TPD, whereas Slagter et al. 

(2017) assumed that only a small  layer around approximately 70 m was part of the TPD, 

based on CDOM and DFe data.  

The stations in the Barents Sea with higher temperatures (Θ:1.4-9°C, S: 34.27-35.35 

g/kg) have been assigned to AW, except the most northern St 147, consisting of AAW. 

 

2.6 Statistics 

Statistics such as Pearson correlation analysis and some figures were done using R (R 

Development Core Team, 2008). Other figures were made using ODV (version 5; Schlitzer et 

al., 2020). 

A regression analysis was performed in order to judge relations between the N/P-based 

seawater fractions on the one hand and the different trace metals on the other hand. Seawater 

fractions and metal concentrations were fitted to a linear model, and contrasting pairs of 
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least-squares means were used to examine if the regression slopes were significantly different 

(P < 0.05). Analyses were performed using the lsmeans package in R (Lenth & Russell, 

2016; R Core team, 2020). 

 

3 Results 

In the Nansen Basin, the dissolved metal concentrations were relatively low at the 

surface and increased with depth, reaching more or less constant concentrations deeper than 

700 m (Figures 3A-G). For the macro-nutrients the same was true, concentrations increased 

with depth (Figures 2C-E). However, in the upper 70 to 80 m of the Amundsen and Makarov 

Basins where the TPD was present, dissolved metals were high, decreasing with depth to 

more or less constant concentrations deeper than 550 m. For the macro-nutrients, silicate and 

phosphate were also elevated in the TPD. When looking at the deep basins, the 

concentrations of most metals were lower in the Makarov Basin compared to the other basins 

but silicate was higher in the Makarov Basin. 

In the following we present the data of average concentrations in the different water 

masses, considering the presence of the TPD, in the three Arctic basins and the Barents Sea, 

reflecting on vertical but also on lateral changes in concentrations. Lateral changes in deep 

water masses are made visible by giving average concentrations of IW and PDW per basin in 

Figure 4 and Table S2, lateral changes in upper water masses are shown in Tables S3 and S4. 

Figure 4 shows boxplots of the dissolved concentrations of macro-nutrients, and trace metals 

per water mass and additionally, for the deep water per basin. For the PSW, the TPD is 

shown separately. This figure clearly shows that, starting at the surface, the presence of the 

TPD had a large influence on the water chemistry. The TPD flow path covered part of the 

Amundsen and Makarov Basins between St 81-101 and 117-134 (Slagter et al., 2017; 

Rijkenberg et al., 2018). For DMn, DFe, DCo, DNi, DCu and silicate, average concentrations 

were considerably elevated in the TPD (Figures 3, 4, Table S2). The concentrations in the 

TPD were higher in the Makarov compared to the Amundsen Basin with the exception of 

nitrate, DFe and DMn (the TPD flow path did not cover the Nansen Basin, Figure 4). When 

concentrations are compared to PSW outside the TPD flow path, also average phosphate, 

DCd and DZn were higher in the TPD than in PSW outside the TPD flow path, but these 

higher concentrations had a patchy distribution and did not cover the full TPD extension 

(Figures 3A,G). During the cruise we crossed the TPD two times, once closer to the Eurasian 

shelf along St 119 - 130 and more downstream the TPD between St 81 and 100, crossing the 

North Pole. Elevated phosphate, DCd and DZn occurred downstream between St 81-101, but 
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not upstream between St 119-130. When considering average metal concentrations in the 

TPD per crossing, then DMn, DFe and silicate were higher during the upstream crossing 

along St 119-130, whereas DZn, DCd, DNi, DCu, phosphate and silicate were higher during 

the downstream crossing along St 81-101, and for DCo no difference was observed. It must 

be noted though that DCo, DCd and phosphate had highest of all samples at St 134 (Table 

S3, 279 pM, 0.44 nM and 1.21 µM, respectively). 

The overall average concentrations of silicate, phosphate, DCd and DZn were lower in 

PSW outside the TPD flow path compared to the underlying AAW, in contrast to the other 

metals (Figures 4B,C,D,J, S2A,G). However, this was caused by the relatively low PSW 

concentrations in the Nansen Basin. If concentrations are considered per basin, then all 

metals and silicate decreased from TPD to PSW outside the TPD flow path in the Amundsen 

and Makarov Basins and from PSW outside the TPD flow path to AAW in all three basins. 

Within PSW outside the TPD flow path, there was a lateral trend of increasing concentrations 

of the macro-nutrients and most metals from the Nansen to the Amundsen to the Makarov 

Basin (Table S3). Only DMn and nitrate had the highest average concentrations in the surface 

of the Nansen Basin, whereas average DFe was very low (0.19 nM) in the Nansen Basin and 

relatively high (0.71 nM) in the Amundsen and Makarov Basins (0.58 nM).  

In AAW, the average macro-nutrient concentrations were higher than in PSW outside 

the TPD flow path. There was hardly a lateral trend in this water mass, only DFe, DMn and 

DCo decreased slightly from the Nansen towards the Makarov Basin, whereas silicate 

concentrations increased (5.29-6.1µM).  

Within the IW and PDW, a decrease in concentration from the Nansen towards the 

Makarov Basin can be seen for most metals, with the largest transition occurring between the 

Amundsen and Makarov Basins (Figures 3A-G, 4D-J, S2A-G). Considering the three basins, 

only DFe had higher concentrations in the IW of the Amundsen Basin and DZn was higher in 

the IW of the Nansen Basin. The concentrations of the macro-nutrients did not show a lateral 

trend. However, phosphate and silicate were higher in the PDW of the Makarov Basin. With 

depth from IW to PDW, DCd and the macro-nutrients increased in concentration, DMn and 

DCo decreased in concentration whereas the other metals remained constant. In the 

Amundsen Basin, DFe and DMn showed a maximum at St 70 at 2500-3000 m. The apparent 

maximum in DCd, DCu and DZn at 2565 m in the Nansen Basin (Figures 2A,C,G and 

S3A,C,G), was caused by the sample at St 32 closest to the sediment. 

In the Barents Sea, lowest salinity existed in the surface on the northern and southern 

end of our transect (St 147 and 173, respectively, Figure 5 B) and this coincided with lowest 
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silicate, nitrate, phosphate and DCd, and with highest DCo, DCu, DMn and DNi 

concentrations (Figures 5A-E, 6A-G). DMn, DFe and DCo had maximum concentrations 

near the sediment in the most northern St 147 and were less elevated near the sediment in the 

centre of the Barents Sea. Lowest metal concentrations were present in the middle of the 

transect at mid depth, where salinity was highest. Average concentrations of the macro-

nutrients as well as concentrations of DCd, DNi and DZn were lower in the Barents Sea than 

in AAW in our study period (Figure 4A-C, D, I, J). The concentrations in the centre of the 

Barents Sea were low in the surface and increased towards the sediment with the exception of 

DMn.  

 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Surface 

In general, profiles of dissolved metals in surface water were distinctly different when 

comparing in and outside the TPD (Figures 2-4, Tables S2 and S3), therefore the TPD will be 

discussed separately. Water mass fractions and salinity were used to indicate how important 

the individual sources of meteoric (fMW), sea-ice melt (fSIM), Atlantic (fa) and Pacific water 

(fp) were for the elevated TPD concentrations (Figure 7), as described in Bauch et al., (2011) 

and Charette et al., (2020).  

Since 18O analyses were restricted to sampled stations and depths, salinity, available 

for every sample, was used as support to fill gaps, although a differentiation between river 

and sea-ice melt could then not be made. Station 134 was not sampled with all devices 

present on board, therefore no CDOM fluorescence and dissolved oxygen titrations were 

done. CDOM fluorescence was used earlier to define the track of the TPD (Slagter et al., 

2017). The question was raised whether we had crossed the TPD at St 134. Surface DFe was 

relatively low compared to other stations in the TPD, indicating that St 134 was outside the 

TPD track (Slagter 2017, Rijkenberg et al. 2018). However, here we observed that DCd, 

DCo, DMn, and DNi were relatively high in the surface water of St 134 compared to other 

stations in the TPD. Nevertheless, for all metals correlating with salinity, correlations 

improved excluding St 134, indicating that St 134 was outside the core of the TPD. 

Nevertheless, the determination of the exact boundary of the TPD core remains arbitrary 

(Figure 7). CDOM and fMW compare well, but fMW shows a deeper extension at stations at the 

boundaries of the TPD track than the 0.5 CDOM adsorption value (Table S4A; Figure 7A). 

This shows that not only the lateral extension but also the vertical extension of the TPD is 

open for debate and depending on definition. 
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When all samples with 18O and dissolved metal analyses were considered, all 

dissolved metals correlated positively and highly significantly with fMW except for DCd and 

DZn (Table S4A) implying a river source for all metals except DCd and DZn. Only DCu, 

DFe and DNi correlated highly significantly and negatively with fSIM, implying a sea ice 

formation source (brine rejection) for those metals (Table S4B). With the exception of DZn, 

all dissolved metals correlated positively and highly significantly with fp and negatively and 

highly significantly with fa implying the Pacific waters are a source and the Atlantic water 

has low metal concentrations (Table S4C,D; keeping in mind that the Pacific fraction is 

overestimated, the Atlantic underestimated by the applied method). Best correlations were 

found for DCo, DCu and DNi. It must be noted, however, that in samples with a high 

Atlantic fraction (>98%) DCo correlated positively with fa, but this trend was lost when all 

samples are considered (Figure S4). This positive correlation at high fa reflects the drop in 

DCo with decreasing AAW. River input and the inflow of Pacific water formed a source of 

most metals, whereas at the time of our cruise, ice melt and Atlantic water did not. 

 

4.1.1 Outside the TPD track 

Although for most metals and silicate there was a clear difference between inside and 

outside the TPD, this was not the case for DZn, DCd, nitrate and phosphate, for which 

concentration differences were small or opposite (less nitrate in, than outside the TPD, Figure 

4). We can thus conclude that riverine supply of these substances cannot be detected because 

either these were rapidly taken up by phytoplankton, which might be the case for nitrate and 

phosphate, or they were precipitated, or the river supply was small or not present, which was 

probably the case for DZn and DCd (Jensen et al., 2019, Zhang et al. 2019). Outside the 

TPD, in the Nansen Basin, DCd, DFe and DZn displayed a clear nutrient type profile (Figure 

S3A,D,G). Jensen et al. (2019) did not observe the classic nutrient type depth profiles for 

DZn in the entire Western Arctic. They illustrated this using a linear regression with silicate, 

which had different slopes than elsewhere and concluded that extra sources for DZn existed, 

increasing the slope Zn:Si from approximately 0.059·10-3 as a global value to 0.077·10-3 in 

the western Arctic (global Zn:Si from the 2017 GEOTRACES IDP: Schlitzer et al., 2018). 

They concluded that the Zn and silicate cycling were decoupled by extra input of DZn via 

shelf derived enrichments (see section 4.2, for discussion of such input to deep water in the 

current study). Even though DZn showed a nutrient type profile in the Nansen Basin, we also 

obtained a Zn:Si slope that was high compared to the global values, from 0.1·10-3 in the 

Barents Sea, 0.11·10-3 in the PSW outside the TPD track  to  0.13·10-3 in the TPD, indicating 
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that shelf sources for DZn were most probably important for Zn in this part of the Arctic 

Ocean too.  

Rijkenberg et al. (2018) showed there is potential for Fe limitation in the Nansen Basin, 

and phytoplankton consumption could be an important sink for Fe also in the Arctic Ocean. 

However, the other metals, DCo, DCu, DMn, DNi, showed a surface maximum in the 

Nansen Basin (Figure S3B,C,E,F) even though the surface maximum in the TPD was much 

larger. Apparently, phytoplankton consumption in the Nansen Basin was only evident in 

DCd, DFe and DZn distributions and not in that of the other bioactive metals, implying 

sources were dominant over biological uptake for those metals. 

DCu and DNi, as well as DCo, DFe and DMn showed negative relationships with 

salinity outside the Barents Sea, indicating river or possibly ice melt sources (late in season) 

outside the TPD track (Figure S5B-F). However, no positive and significant correlations were 

found between these metals and fSIM, whereas positive and highly significant correlations for 

DCo, DCu and DNi and a positive and significant correlation for DFe were found with fMW 

(Table S4B). This riverine source of DCo, DCu, DNi, DFe and probably DMn too, is 

confirmed by the higher surface maxima in the river dominated TPD (section 4.1.2), but 

apparently riverine supply also plays an important role in the PSW outside the TPD. The 

slope of the DMn - salinity relationship changed between the stations, which happened also 

in the DCo-salinity relationships (Figure S5B,E). This change in slopes can indicate different 

loadings of these metals per river, local sea-ice melt, but most probably is related to the 

distance from the source. DMn easily precipitates as manganese oxide in seawater and is 

scavenged, possibly coprecipitating Co (Bundy et al., 2020; Cowen and Bruland, 1985; 

Moffett and Ho, 1996; Sunda and Huntsman, 1988). However, in contrast to Fe and Co, DMn 

is not known to be stabilized by organic complexation in the open ocean. Therefore, the 

station distance from the coast or shelf slope probably relates to the amount of Mn loss in the 

surface PSW due to precipitation, whereas salinity behaved conservatively as previously 

suggested by Middag et al. (2011). The conditional binding constant between Fe and organic 

ligands is at least a factor 100 higher than between Co and organic ligands, which might 

explain the coprecipitation of Co with Mn and not of Fe (Saito and Moffett, 2001; Thuróczy 

et al., 2011; Dulaquais et al., 2014, 2017; Slagter et al., 2017). Unfortunately, our station 

positions versus the shelf slope do not allow an in-depth study of declining metal 

concentrations versus distance from the shelf slope.  

 

4.1.2 The influence of the TPD 
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In earlier work (Slagter et al., 2017), CDOM fluorescence was used to define the track 

of the TPD during our cruise. And indeed, CDOM fluorescence correlated very well with fMW, 

either when all samples were considered or when considering samples per basin (Table S4A, 

R2>0.76; p<1e-15 for N/P-based; not shown in Table S4: R2>0.80 for PO*-based). However, 

when only samples in the TPD were considered, CDOM fluorescence correlated less well 

with fMW, although still highly significant (Table S4A, R2=0.38; p<1.5e-5). The reduction in 

significance is probably due to the deeper extension of the TPD according to fMW (Table S4A; 

Figure 7) and also related to the decrease in sample number. As already suggested in section 

4.1, we confirm that we had already crossed the core of the TPD when sampling St 134. St 

101 is clearly in the TPD at fMW≈10-15% (Figures 7A). 

The riverine source for the metals DCo, DCu, DFe, DNi, and DMn, already clear in the 

PSW, is confirmed here by the highly significant correlations with fMW, considering all 

samples (Table S4A, Figures 8, S6), as also observed by Charette et al (2020) in the upper 50 

m of a combined transect of the Geotraces GN01 and GN04 (=this cruise) cruises over the 

North Pole, including our St 81-101. Comparing with Charette et al. (2020), most correlations 

have comparable slopes and intercepts, especially when comparing with the downstream 

crossing of the TPD. (Table S4, their Table 1, Figure S6). The transect discussed by Charette 

et al. (2020), contained our data from St 70-101 and continued into the Canadian Basins using 

data from the GN01 transect. The data in the present study from only GN04 contains samples 

from stations closer the shelves and shelf slopes (St 117-133) more upstream of the TPD, not 

discussed by Charette et al. (2020). For DMn, our study shows a steeper slope at the upstream 

crossing of the TPD. The distance from the source is negatively related to the DMn 

concentration, most likely due to precipitation (see text section 4.1.1). Therefore, we postulate 

the steeper slope we obtained in the upstream crossing of the TPD, St 117-133, is a 

consequence of being closer to the riverine sources. 

A second difference with Charette et al. (2020), is that they also found a significant 

relationship between fMW and DCd, whereas we did not. It must be noted that the slopes from 

this study and from Charette’s are small (<|0.004| and 0.01, respectively) indicating that DCd 

does not vary much due to river input. Moreover, when considering our data per basin for 

DCd, highly significant correlations existed between DCd and fMW only in the Amundsen and 

the Makarov Basin, however in the Amundsen a negative slope was found and, in the 

Makarov a positive slope. And since DCd had a significant negative correlation with fa, and a 

significant positive correlation with fp, the Pacific influence is probably interfering here with 

the sign of the slope of the correlations with fMW. 
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The fact that the regression slopes between DCd and the fractions are so low, probably 

reflects interference of the dominant, Pacific influence. 

The best positive linear relationships existed between fMW and DCu and DNi (R2 

between 0.45 and 0.67, Table S4A, Figure 8C, F; even more significant correlations R2>0.9, 

existed for PO*-based fMW and DCu and DNi). For DCu and DNi, the maxima in dissolved 

metal concentrations coincided perfectly with maximum fMW (Figures 8C, F), which together 

with the regressions form a strong indication of the importance of rivers as source of these 

metals to the Arctic Ocean. Both metals had comparable slopes with fMW for every set of 

samples tested (Table S4A). These comparable slope values are a strong indication that Arctic 

rivers are a consistent source of these metals, as was also noticed for the Canadian Basins 

(Charette et al., 2020), with little variation between different rivers whereas for other metals 

there seems differentiation as discussed below. 

In our study the focus is more on the Amundsen Basin than in the study of Charette 

(2020), and we compare the relationships with the source fractions and the metals for our 

complete transect, including the two crossings of the TPD. The two crossings showed small 

differences in the slopes of the correlations, which might be due to contributions of different 

Eurasian rivers. Paffrath et al. (2021) indeed showed, using Nd isotopes and concentrations, 

that the contribution of the different Siberian rivers varies between the stations and with 

depth, potentially also explaining the variation in metals. The Nd isotope-based river signals 

can still be distinguished in the TPD and down to ~100 m water depth with a vertical and 

lateral separation of Lena water in the Laptev Sea shelf water overriding Yenisei/Ob water in 

Kara Sea shelf water. Due to their different salinities, the different shelf waters do not mix 

along the transport towards the Fram Strait. Rare earth elements (Paffrath et al., 2021) had 

lower concentrations at St 101 (Makarov Basin) compared to the other sampled station (St 

125 (Amundsen Basin) and St 96 (Makarov Basin)), and Nd isotopes, in combination with 

sea-ice melt corrected salinities, indicated the presence of Lena River and likely Yenisei/Ob 

River contributions. However, even though for the metals more stations were sampled such 

clear differentiation could not be observed in the trace metals distributions, but nevertheless 

the different riverine endmembers likely contributed to the observed variation in trace metal 

concentrations in the TPD. 

The crossing along St 119-130 upstream in the TPD showed higher slope values 

between fMW and DFe and DMn and lower slope values for DCu and DNi compared to the 

downstream crossing along St 81-101. However, with the exception of DMn, the differences 

between slopes were only significant when the slopes of all samples (N=217 where both 
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fractions and metals were available) were compared to those in the TPD (N=31, Tables S4 

and S5). The regression slopes between the two crossings only differed significantly for DMn 

(Table S5), but as discussed above (section 4.1.1) this indicates the relative loss in the 

direction of the TPD flow path probably due to precipitation of DMn as oxides (Middag et al., 

2011; Jensen et al, 2020.).  

Although fMW related very well with DCo, DFe and DMn (Table S4A, Figures 8B,D,E, 

S6B,D,E) a river source cannot explain features at the border of the TPD. For example, on the 

Makarov side of the TPD at St 101, just within the TPD core, and at St 134 just outside the 

TPD core, trends in fMW did not coincide with trends in these metals. For DFe, relatively low 

concentrations with high fMW coexisted, whereas for DCo and DMn the reverse was true, 

relatively high, even maximum concentrations coexisted with low fMW, where this low fMW is 

indicative of the border of the TPD track (fMW≈ 14.5% at St 101 and fMW <5% at St 134, versus 

fMW >10% in the TPD core). At these stations high fp and fSIM occurred and DFe, and probably 

CDOM, were diluted by the contributions of Pacific and sea-ice melt water, whereas DCd, 

DCo, DCu, DMn and DNi were enriched. During the long transport over the Bering Strait and 

Chukchi shelf and Canadian basins, melting, refreezing and brine rejection likely distorted the 

correlation between metals and fMW for stations with high fSIM. This makes interpretation of 

the data from St 101 and 134 difficult. Further enrichment of these metals by Pacific water is 

likely related to the long passage over the Bering shelf and associated interaction with the 

sediments (Zhang et al., 2019; Bundy et al., 2020, Jensen et al., 2020). The question arises 

why Pacific surface water was enriched in these metals (DCd, DCo, DCu, DMn and DNi) 

during passage through shallow coastal seas and DFe was not. A possible explanation was 

given by Jensen et al. (2020), they described the phases in the chemistry of Fe and Mn during 

transport over the shelf into the basins. Fe and Mn, as well as Co, were released from the 

sediment, where it is known that the oxidation kinetics of DFe are much faster than of DMn 

(Stumm, 1981; Millero et al., 1987) resulting in an initially much faster decrease of Fe in the 

dissolved phase. However, when DFe has decreased to the level that can be kept in solution 

by Fe binding organic ligands, the remaining Fe is stabilised (Thuróczy et al., 2011; Slagter et 

al., 2017; 2019). The average lifetime of these ligands was established to be at least twice that 

of Fe in the Western Atlantic Ocean (Gerringa et al., 2015). Assuming this is also the case in 

the Arctic Ocean, the complexed DFe will decrease with distance from the source by dilution 

only, whereas DMn will also continue to decrease due to oxidation and precipitation. The 

position of St 134 with a high Pacific fraction, apparently still had a relatively high DMn and 

DCo concentration, supposedly because time for transport from the shelf edge was too short 
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for complete Mn oxidation and co-precipitation of Co. In contrast, DFe was relatively low, at 

a concentration set by dissolved organic ligands, because transport to St 134 was outside the 

organic rich TPD and the organic ligand concentration was low (Slagter et al., 2017; 

https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.890975). The role of stabilising Co binding organic 

ligands here is less clear. Bundy et al (2020) found the highest % of labile Co (not bound to 

organic ligands) over the shelf. This fraction decreased more rapidly with distance from the 

shelf than DCo. Thus, ligands likely do play a role in stabilising Co.  

Variations in surface DCd and DZn cannot be explained by meteoric contributions as no 

correlations were found with fMW, even though these metals had on average higher 

concentrations in the TPD than in the PSW outside the TPD flow path, implying a riverine 

source (Figures 4D,J, S2A,G). DCd correlated highly significantly with fp when considering 

all samples, as well as samples in the PSW outside and inside the TPD flow path, and in the 

Makarov Basin and with fSIM considering samples only in the Amundsen Basin (Table 

S4B,C). The few Arctic data of Cd that exist, showed that elevated Cd in Pacific water 

coming from the Bering Strait (Zhang et al., 2019; Jackson 2017; Cid et al., 2012; Moore, 

1981; Yeats, 1988) caused high subsurface DCd (70-150 m) in the Canadian Basin. The two 

profiles sampled by Yeats (1988) clearly show the difference in sub-surface DCd on both 

sides of the Lomonosov Ridge, subsurface DCd up to 0.8 nM in the Canadian Basin versus 

0.2 nM in the Eurasian profile. This also explains the current observed relationship with the fp 

where sources of DCd were Pacific surface waters and apparently additional sea-ice melt. For 

DZn we did not see any consistent correlation with the 4 fractions, apparently the sources 

distinguished here do not carry a specific, characteristic DZn.  

 

4.2. Barents Sea  

In the Barents Sea, with high salinity (34.27- 35.35), DCo, DFe and DMn 

concentrations were high, higher than in the Arctic Ocean, with the exception of the TPD as 

was also observed over the Chukchi shelf/Bering Strait (Bundy et al., 2020; Jensen et al., 

2020) (Figure 6). A strong relationship existed between salinity and most parameters where 

lower salinity coincided with higher DCo, DCu, DMn and DNi. Both locations with the 

lowest salinity in the upper 50-70 m (St 147 and 173) were relatively close to land (Figures 

1B, 6), Svalbard and the mainland of Norway, respectively. No samples for δ18O were taken, 

thus a definite distinction in water mass fractions is not possible. According to Klunder et al. 

(2012a) the fMW was low (<3%) in the Barents Sea, whereas near Svalbard fSIM was elevated 

up to 5% (St 147, 75°N). Elevated concentrations of DCo, DMn and also DCu and DNi in the 

https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.890975
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surface of the southern (St 173) and northern (St 147) stations were probably due to sea ice 

melt and for St 147 possibly also to runoff from Svalbard. Primary productivity in this region 

consumed silicate, nitrate, phosphate and this must also have reduced the surface 

concentrations of the bio-active metals, however, this was only visible in the vertical profiles 

of DCd, DFe, DNi and DZn. Input from the sediments was visible in high bottom 

concentrations for all metals, especially for DCo, DFe, DMn and DZn near St 147, and was 

least important for DCd, DNi and DCu. Assuming the high salinity in the centre of the 

transect (Figure 5B, 6A-G) as the core of the AW, it is clear that AW had relatively low 

dissolved metals concentrations and thus enrichment in the AAW, as seen in the Nansen 

Basin for DCo, DFe and DMn, was derived predominantly from the sediment and for DCo 

and DMn also derived from sea ice melt. Because of the extensive primary production and 

scavenging in the Barents Sea, affecting the trace metal outflow we are hesitant to consider 

the Barents Sea section as endmember representative for the total inflow of Atlantic water to 

the Arctic Ocean. 

Sampling during the first weeks of October illustrated that in this period, the Barents 

Sea serves as source for DFe into AAW, as seen also by Klunder et al., (2012a) and 

Rijkenberg et al. (2018), for DMn as also concluded by Middag et al. (2011) and for DCo as 

also concluded by Bundy et al. (2020) for the Chukchi Sea. Probably the Barents Sea serves 

as a source for DZn as observed by Jensen et al. (2019) for the Chukchi Sea, and for DCu, 

considering the high maximum concentrations in the Barents Sea (Table S2). No indications 

were found for outflow of DCd from the Barents Sea into the Arctic Ocean. This agrees with 

the explanation that the small concentration difference between EPDW and CPDW could be 

related to little Cd coming from the Eurasian shelves, in contrast to the input of DCd release 

from the Bering Strait and Chukchi Shelf (Zhang et al., 2019). 

 

4.3 Deep waters 

The concentrations of dissolved metals in deep waters increase due to lateral sources, 

inflow of AAW and input from the shelves and continental slopes, as well as point sources 

from hydrothermal input, whereas scavenging leads to reductions in concentrations as 

discussed in separate subsections below. 

4.3.1 Importance of lateral input 

Indications of lateral input are expected to be seen as decreasing concentrations from 

the sources, being the shelves in AAW, IW and PDW. The concentrations of most dissolved 
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metals varied considerably in the Barents Sea, however, considering average concentrations it 

is clear that DCo, DFe and DMn were higher in the Barents Sea than the AAW (Figures 4E,G, 

S2B,D,E). Moreover, DMn in the AAW was higher than in the IW in the Nansen Basin 

whereas DCo was elevated in AAW and IW compared to the deeper water indicating also 

vertical exchange of DCo. No such differences existed for average DCd, DCu, DNi and DZn. 

Maximum DCd, near the sediment in the Barents Sea (0.22 nM, Table S2) was hardly higher 

than the average concentrations in the AAW (0.2 nM). However, maximum DZn in the 

Barents Sea reached concentrations up to 1.83 nM, and maximum DCu reached 2.52 nM, 

values not found in the AAW. At St 32 (314 km NE of the continental slope) maxima of DCo, 

DFe, DMn and DZn occurred in the AAW. Specifically, DCo remained elevated in the AAW 

and IW further in the Nansen and Amundsen Basins and decreased less with distance 

compared to DMn (Figure 3B,E). We sampled perpendicular to the continental slope, which 

was also more or less perpendicular to the general circular counter clockwise current of the 

AAW (Rudels et al, 2011; Rudels, 2012). We compared the steady lateral decline of DCo in 

the AAW with distance from the continental slope with that of salinity. However, it must be 

noted that our sampling strategy gives an underestimation of the transport of metals in the 

AAW, since we sampled across and not along the AAW pathway. The scale length was 

calculated assuming diffusion from a point source, i.e. the shelf, to the average value observed 

in the Makarov Basin (52.7 pM DCo and S=34.99, in the AAW, approximately between 200 

and 800 m, where the potential temperature was >0°C) (Johnson et al. 1997; Bucciarelli et al. 

2001). The scale length is the distance where the decrease in concentration from the point 

source on the shelf was 1/3 of the total decrease from the shelf to the center of the Makarov 

Basin. Even though the influence of sea-ice melt, and other factors influencing these 

parameters were neglected, the scale lengths for DCo and absolute salinity were quite similar 

at 615 km and 790 km, respectively. Assuming that almost 92 % of DCo was organically 

complexed as reported by (Bundy et al., 2020) for the Western Arctic Ocean, apparently the 

organic ligands stabilize Co also in the Eastern Arctic Ocean, leading to near conservative 

behaviour.  

Middag et al. (2011) concluded that for DMn, apart from river and hydrothermal input, 

lateral input from shelves was an important source for DMn in 2007 by transport along the 

continental slope. However, we had only one station near the shelf edge in the Nansen, St 32. 

Here indeed elevated DMn (1.13 nM) existed until at least 500 depth m in the AAW, but no 

evidence of lateral input could be seen at larger depths in the current data set. This is similar 
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to the previous observations where minima in transmission and maxima in DMn faded away 

with increasing distance from the shelf, supposedly due to along slope currents that prevent 

direct transport towards the central basin (Middag et al., 2011). 

Schlosser et al. (1990, 1997) estimated the age or residence times of the different water 

masses and concluded based on the variation in ages of the water masses, that the circulation 

is decoupled. They estimated that the residence time of PSW is approximately 7 years where 

the TPD crosses the Arctic in 1-3 years (Pfirman et al., 1997; Charette et al., 2020). The 

residence times of AAW and IW are approximately 7-9 and 15 to 20 years, respectively, 

whereas the PDW resides 200-250 years in the deep basins on the Eurasian side of the Arctic 

and 450 years in the deep Makarov Basin (Schlosser et al., 1994). Thus, the deep water 

masses hardly mix, which can be recognised in the distribution of DCo, with different 

concentrations per water mass (Figure 3B, S2B), but not for the other metals. DZn decreased 

with distance from the shelf in the Nansen Basin in a thick layer comprising AAW, IW and 

PDW in the Nansen Basin, between 3500-500 m at St 32-50 to 2000-500 m at St 58 (Figure 

3G). Additionally, at St 117-125 (the far end of the transect) in the Amundsen Basin, elevated 

DZn extended between 1200-2500 m, specifically in PDW in the Amundsen Basin. The shelf 

slope is the most probable source of elevated DZn in both the Nansen and Amundsen Basins 

in AAW, IW and PDW and this might be transported into the IW as far as the Makarov Basin. 

As already discussed in section 4.1.1, Jensen et al. (2019) concluded that the change in slopes 

of the DZn-silicate relationship per depth layer indicated DZn was not only governed by 

remineralization but that lateral input formed a main source of DZn. We found a large 

variation in DZn-silicate slopes in the AAW, IW and PDW, from 0.17 nM/µM in the Nansen 

IW to -0.17nM/µM in the Nansen PDW (Table S6). The DZn data in this study (Figure 3J) 

thus confirm the conclusion of Jensen et al. (2019) that the change in Zn-Si relationships is 

likely due to lateral input of DZn from the shelf slope as was previously suggested for Al 

(Middag et al., 2019).  

 

4.3.2 PDW in the Amundsen and Makarov basins 

The feature that stands out most in the distribution of trace metals in the deep basins, 

with the possible exception of DCd, is the highly significant difference between the relatively 

low concentrations in the Makarov Basin and the relative high concentrations in the Eurasian 

Basins, specifically the Amundsen Basin (Figure 9). We discuss three explanations for these 

differences, hydrothermal activity, scavenging and slope convection.  
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Hydrothermal inputs on the Gakkel Ridge (Edmonds et al., 2003) are clearly visible in 

the distribution of Fe and Mn (Klunder 2012, Middag, 2011), and also silicate. No 

hydrothermal activity is known in the Canada Basin, and none is expected based on seismic 

evidence. This can form an explanation of the relatively high DFe and DMn, but not for most 

other metals discussed here. 

The accumulation in the Makarov Basin of the natural radionuclides 230Th and 231Pa, 

which are continuously produced in the water column, to values in excess of the values in the 

Eurasian Basin (Bacon et al., 1989; Scholten et al., 1995, Grenier et al., 2020) imply that 

scavenging rates in the Eurasian Basin are higher than in the Makarov Basin. The 

hydrothermal inputs contribute through oxide formation to this enhanced scavenging (Valk et 

al., 2018). Additionally, scavenging is also controlled by the flux of particles from other 

origins. Particle flux rates in the ice-covered ocean are low as illustrated by a beam 

attenuation section across the Arctic Ocean. However, enhanced turbidity, implying enhanced 

scavenging, is observed in the boundary current along the Nansen slope and in the return 

current along the Lomonosov Ridge in the Amundsen Basin. Edmonds et al. (2004) 

concluded that scavenging rates in the central Canada and southern Makarov Basin were 

intermediate between these high values near the slope and the extremely low scavenging rates 

that had been observed on the Alpha Ridge and in the central Makarov Basin (Bacon et al., 

1989; Scholten et al., 1995). The apparent low scavenging rates in the Makarov Basin that 

were inferred from the contrast in radionuclide concentrations, only seem to contradict the 

contrast in trace metal concentrations between the Eurasian and Canadian basins. One would 

assume that lower scavenging rates would lead to higher concentrations of most trace metals, 

however, time and hydrography should also be considered. 

The intermediate and deep waters in the Canadian Basin, including the Makarov Basin, 

are warmer, saltier, and richer in dissolved silicate than the deep waters in the Eurasian Basin. 

The ultimate source of these deep waters must be brine formation and shelf-slope convection. 

The difference between the basins is explained by the longer exposure to shelf-slope 

convection in the Canadian Basins compared to the Eurasian Basins (Rudels, 2015). Nutrient 

regeneration on the shelf is the source of the high nutrient and especially high silicate 

concentration in the upper halocline (Anderson et al., 2017; Jones and Anderson, 1986) and 

this enrichment must also be the source of the silicate enrichment in the deep Canadian 

Basins.  

Apart from sources, it is important to consider the time scales of the renewal of the deep 

water masses in the basins. Schlosser et al. (1994) estimated a deep water 14C age of 200-250y 
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for the Eurasian Basin Bottom water and 450 y for the bottom water of the Canadian Basin 

(Makarov and Canada Basins). Macdonald et al. (1993) hypothesized that the renewal of the 

Canada Basin deep water might in fact not be continuous but the deep water might be a relic 

of an overturning event 500 years ago. This hypothesis obtained further support by 

considerations of Timmermans et al. (2003) on the strength of the stratification in the basin 

and by the extremely slow penetration of transient tracers in the deep water of the Canadian 

Basin (Smethie et al., 2019). The present low salinity of surface water in the Canadian Basin 

likely prevents the formation of sufficiently dense deep water. Although a heat budget 

(Timmermans and Garrett, 2006) and the Al distribution (Middag et al., 2009) suggest a slight 

inflow of Amundsen Basin water over the Lomonosov Ridge into the deep Makarov Basin, 

the deep waters in both the Makarov Deep water might be regarded as nearly stagnant water 

masses after a ventilation event some 500 years ago. The 14C age of the Eurasian Basin 

Bottom water is younger, and it is known that this deep water exchanges with the deep water 

in the Greenland Sea. Additionally, deep water renewal is continuing where deep waters are a 

mixture of relic deep waters and new admixtures from shelf convection (Aagaard, 1985; 

Rudels, 2015, Smethie, 2019). This was further supported by the accumulation of Al in the 

deep water of the Eurasian basin that was explained by inputs from shelf-slope convection by 

Middag et al. (2009) as these authors found higher Al concentrations in the deep Eurasian 

Basin compared to the deep Makarov Basin.  

We hypothesize that the highly significant concentration contrast in deep water of all 

dissolved metals in this research with the exception of DCd is caused by the much lower 

present-day input of terrigenous and shelf material into the deep Makarov Basin by shelf-

slope convection. Scavenging at very low rates, but maintained over several centuries, may 

further reduce the trace metal concentrations in the Makarov Basin. This last hypothesis is 

supported by the increase in excess Fe-binding ligand sites with depth in the Makarov Basin 

(Thuróczy et al., 2011; Slagter et al., 2017). This increase of empty sites with depth is usually 

not observed in deep water, with the exception of the Mediterranean Sea (Gerringa et al., 

2017). In deep ocean water, ligand sites generally get more saturated with Fe with increasing 

depth, as also found in the Amundsen and Nansen Basins. This deviation of increasing empty 

sites with depth can be explained by long exposure to scavenging, that leads to ligand sites 

being outcompeted and decreasing DFe concentrations in the Makarov Basin. 

The contrast in DCd between the PDW in the Makarov and Amundsen Basins is less 

significant than for the other metals (p=0.01 versus <0.001 in Figure 9D). This may be 

because hardly any Cd is coming from the shelves into the Eurasian basins and/or Cd is not 
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very susceptible to scavenging, a feature that also contributes to strong nutrient type 

distribution (Hendry et al., 2008; Bruland et al., 2014; Quay et al., 2015; Middag et al. 2018). 

 

 

5 Conclusions 

 

In the Barents Sea, the input from the sediments was the most probable source of metals 

and at the time of sampling, the first weeks of October, the Barents Sea served as source into 

the AAW for DFe and for DCo, possibly for DZn and DCu, but not for DCd and DNi. At the 

two ends of the transect through the Barents Sea, lowest salinity occurred relatively close to 

land together with higher DCo, DCu, DMn and DNi, an indication of terrestrial input from 

Svalbard on the north side and the mainland of Norway at the southern side.   

In the surface PSW, inside and outside the TPD, clear indications were found for 

riverine sources for DCu, DNi, DCo, DFe and DMn by highly significant (p<<0.001) 

correlations with fMW. The correlations between fMW and the dissolved metals compared well 

with results from Charette et al. (2020), with the exception of DMn and DCd. We found a 

steeper slope for the fMW-DMn correlation compared to Charette et al. (2020), and 

significant changes in slope of this correlation between stations, indicating the precipitation of 

Mn along the transport of the TPD. DCd was positively correlated with Pacific water and no 

indications were found for a river source. 

In the Makarov Basin just outside the TPD core, DCo, DMn, DNi, DCd and DCu were 

enriched by Pacific water whereas this inflow diluted DFe. The enrichment is likely related to 

the long passage over the Bering shelf (Bundy et al., 2020, Jensen et al., 2020), whereas the 

dilution of DFe is supposedly caused by the contrast in organic ligands between Pacific water 

and organic rich TPD.  

Consumption by phytoplankton in surface waters resulted in nutrient type profiles for 

DCd, DFe and DZn in the Nansen Basin, and thus we postulate that surface depletions of 

these metals are likely to expand upon future reduction in sea-ice coverage. Lateral input from 

the continental slopes into the Eurasian Basin was the main source for DZn at depths. 

Indications for lateral DCo and DMn inputs were present but not as evident as for DZn. 

Highly significant differences in deep water metal and macro-nutrient concentrations 

existed between the Eurasian and Makarov Basins. All metals have higher concentrations in 

the Eurasian basins whereas silicate and phosphate have lower concentrations. At the Gakkel 

Ridge a very local hydrothermal input of DFe and DMn and silicate was observed, forming 
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one of the explanations for higher concentrations of these metals in the Eurasian basins. 

Another explanation is higher input into the deep Eurasian Basins via shelf slope convection. 

The long residence time of the deep water in the Makarov Basin, even though the scavenging 

rate is low, most likely also contributes to the lower metal content in this deep basin. A 

similar explanation was previously suggested to explain the increase with depth in excess Fe 

binding ligand sites in the Makarov Basin (Thuróczy et al., 2011; Slagter et al., 2017). These 

authors assumed that over the very long residence time of deep water, the ligand sites were 

outcompeted by scavenging.  

Overall, our results demonstrate the distribution of bio-active metals in the Arctic Ocean 

is governed by fluvial input as well as shelf sources and internal cycling on the other hand. 

Notably scavenging plays an important role, especially in the deep basins, but biological 

uptake must play a role in the surface ocean as well. This uptake is likely to become more 

important since ongoing warming in the Arctic leads to decreasing ice cover, which increases 

light penetration and primary production and hence increases uptake of bio-active metals. On 

the other hand, increasing temperatures also lead to increased discharge of Arctic river water 

from snow and ice melt as well as permafrost thawing, which would increase supply of metals 

to this region. Enhanced productivity and fluvial supply not only affect the surface ocean, it 

will also affect scavenging intensities over the entire water column as both productivity as 

well as river run off are expected to increase the concentrations of particulate matter (Grenier 

et al., 2019). We postulated differences in scavenging intensities and water residence times 

are responsible for differences between deep basins, so changes in scavenging intensities will 

likely affect the metal distributions. Additionally, recent results based on 129I suggest 

circulation in the Arctic Ocean is changing (Smith et al., 2021), which also would affect metal 

and particle distributions, and thus scavenging intensities. It is clear that the Arctic Ocean is 

in a transient stage and eventually a new equilibrium will establish, but further monitoring is 

needed to predict what will happen to trace metal biogeochemical cycling in the Arctic Ocean 

where this study provides a baseline to assess future changes.   
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Figure captions 

 

 

Figure 1. The Arctic Ocean with geographic features and stations sampled in the 

Barents Sea and along the Arctic Ocean transect.  

A: The shelf seas and three main Eurasian rivers. The flow path of the TPD 

(yellow) is indicated and the currents of the Atlantic Water (AW) transforming into 

Atlantic Arctic Water along its way through the Arctic Ocean and Barents Sea. Blue dots 

indicate stations sampled for dissolved trace metals with the trace metal clean CTD.  

B: Map with the Arctic Ocean transect (red box) and the Barents Sea transect 

(green box) and stations (with station numbers) sampled for nutrient analysis indicated 

by blue dots. These were analysed in samples obtained with the standard and the trace 

metal clean rosettes. 

The basins and ridges mentioned in the text are indicated. 

Figure 2. Depth distribution in the Arctic transect (Figure 1B) of A: potential 

temperature (°C); B: absolute salinity (g/kg), C: nitrate (NO3
-), D: phosphate (PO4

3-), E: 

silicate (Si(OH)4). Figures C-E are in µM. The temperature transect shows the water 

masses based on definitions from Rudels, (2009), indicated by potential temperature 

isolines at -0.55, -0.5 and 0 °C as boundaries between IW and EPDW, IW and CPDW 

and AAW and PSW and IW. These temperature isolines are also drawn in figures C-E. 

 

Figure 3: Depth distribution in the Arctic transect (figure 1B) of dissolved metals in 

nM, except DCo in pM. A: DCd, B: DCo, C: DCu, D: DFe, E: DMN, F: DNi, G: DZn. 

Station numbers are indicated in G. Temperature isolines at -0.55, -0.5 and 0 °C as 

boundaries between IW and EPDW, IW and CPDW and AAW and PSW and IW are 

drawn in all figures. 

Station numbers are indicated in G. 

 

Figure 4: Boxplots of the dissolved concentrations of macro-nutrients, and trace 

metals of all stations per water mass as defined by Rudels (2009). 4A-C the nutrients are 

in µM, 4D-J: dissolved metals are in nM, with the exception of DCo which is in pM. The 

median values are indicated by the thick horizontal line in the boxes, which contain the 

first and third quartiles, whereas the whiskers indicate the range excluding outliers. 

Circles are outliers (>1.5 interquartile range from the box, Teetor, 2011). The figures are 
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made using the software package R. In figure S2 the same data is shown but using 

different vertical scale to better show differences between deep water masses. 

A: nitrate, B: phosphate, C: silicate, D: DCd, E: DCo, F: DCu, G: DFe, H: DMN, I: 

DNi, J: DZn. 

 

Figure 5: Depth distribution in a transect in the Barents Sea with latitude on the x-

axis (green annotated transect in Figure 1B) of A: potential temperature (°C), B: absolute 

salinity (g/kg) isolines have an equidistance of 0.05, C: nitrate (NO3
-), D: phosphate 

(PO4
3-), E: silicate (Si(OH)4). Figures C-E are in µM. Isolines of absolute salinity are 

added to figures C, D, E, the equidistance being 0.1 g/kg. Station numbers are indicated 

in E. The distance between St 147 and 173 is 456.5 km. 

 

Figure 6: Depth distribution in a transect in the Barents Sea with latitude on the x-

axis (green annotated transect in Figure 1B) of dissolved metals in nM except for DCo in 

pM. A: DCd, B: DCo, C: DCu, D: DFe, E: DMN, F: DNi, G: DZn. Station numbers are 

indicated in figure 5 G. Isolines of absolute salinity are added to the figures, the 

equidistance being 0.1 g/kg.  

The distance between St 147 and 173 is 456.5 km. 

 

Figure 7: The upper 150 m of the Arctic transect with fractions of A: meteoric 

(fMW), B: Pacific(fp), C: sea-ice melt (fSIM)and D: Atlantic water (fa), as determined by 

18O based on N/P. Station 101 is positioned at 1852 km. 

 

Figure 8: Depth distribution along the Arctic transect of dissolved metals (nM 

except DCo in pM) in colour scale and the meteoric δ18O fraction (fMW) as an overlay in 

contours. A: DCu, B: DNi, C: DCD, D: DZn, E: DCo, F: DFe, G: DMn. Figures are 

made with ODV (Schlitzer, R., 2020). 

 

Figure 9: Boxplots from the Welch two sample t-test, comparing PDW from the 

Amundsen and Makarov Basins, as defined by Rudels (2009) for the dissolved 

concentrations of macro-nutrients, and trace metals. Figures 9A-C are in µM, dissolved 

metals are in nM, with the exception of DCo which is in pM.  A: nitrate, B: phosphate, C: 

silicate, D: DCd, E: DCo, F: DCu, G: DFe, H: DMN, I: DNi, J: DZn. The median values 

are indicated by the thick horizontal line in the boxes, which contain the first and third 
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quartiles, whereas the whiskers indicate the range excluding outliers. Circles are outliers 

(>1.5 interquartile range from the box, Teetor, 2011).  

N=170-171 for the macro-nutrients, N=73-76 for the metals. The degrees of 

freedom are pooled and depend sample variances.  

The figures are made using the software package R. 

 

Table captions 

Table 1: ICPMS information on reference sample analyses and detection limits. 

 

Table 1a: Concentrations with standard deviations and number of analyses of standard 

reference samples (GSP and SAFeD1) and in-house reference water (NADW, North Atlantic 

Deep Water). Our in-house reference water and the intercomparison exercise confirm 

accuracy of our Fe measurements although Fe determined in GSP and SAFe D1 are 0.1 nM 

too high. We suspect that the particular reference bottles were slightly contaminated for Fe.  

 

Table 1b: Blank and limit of detection concentrations in pM  

 

Table 2: Endmember values used for the N/P-based four component mass-balance 

calculations. Numbers given in parentheses are the estimated uncertainties related to each 

endmember value. Analytical errors are all considerably smaller. 
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TABLES 

Table 1: ICPMS information on reference sample analyses and detection limits. 

 

Table 1a: Concentrations with standard deviations and number of analyses of standard 

reference samples (GSP and SAFeD1) and in-house reference water (NADW, North Atlantic 

Deep Water). Our in-house reference water and the intercomparison exercise confirm 

accuracy of our Fe measurements although Fe determined in GSP and SAFe D1 are 0.1 nM 

too high. We suspect that the particular reference bottles were slightly contaminated for Fe.  

GSP 

Determined 

#227 Cd Co Cu Fe Mn Ni Zn 

  nM pM nM nM nM nM nM 

Mean 0.0015 8 0.568 0.25 0.761 2.542 0.067 

±SD 0.0001 0.4 0.004 0.06 0.001 0.024 0.005 

n 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Consensus 

  Cd   Cu Fe Mn Ni Zn 

  nM   nM nM nM nM nM 

Mean 0.002 - 0.574 0.155 0.778 2.595 0.030 

±SD 0.002 - 0.053 0.045 0.034 0.100 0.052 

n 4 - 9 11 9 11 10 

NADW-In house reference material 

  Cd Co Cu Fe Mn Ni Zn 

Mean 0.18 53 1.323 0.534 0.426 3.58 3.236 

±SD 0.005 2 0.039 0.023 0.010 0.1 0.078 

n 18 18 18 18 18 18 13 

SAFe-D1 

Determined 

#599 Cd Co Cu Fe Mn Ni Zn 

Mean 1.013 43 2.044 0.824 0.409 8.758 7.537 

±SD 0.007 1 0.02 0.04 0.002 0.086 0.098 

n 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

Consensus 

  Cd Co Cu Fe   Ni Zn 

Mean 1.016 46.5 2.33 0.69 - 8.79 7.59 

±SD 32 4.8 0.11 0.04 - 0.27 0.36 

Consensus values are obtained by the average of what the Geotraces community 
measured in samples divided among the members from a large bulk sample. SAFe 

consensus values were converted to molar units using a density of 1.025 kg/L 
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Table 1b: Blank and Limit of detection concentrations in pM 

Element Unit Blank ±SD n 
LOD 

(3xSD) 

Cd pM 0.41 2 20 8 

Co pM 1.5 1 20 3 

Cu pM 8.4 11 24 33 

Fe pM 21.7 8 21 24 

Mn pM 1.6 2.2 24 7 

Ni pM 7.6 4.1 24 13 

Zn pM 25 18 13 55 

 

Table 2: Endmember values used for the N/P-based four component mass-balance 

calculations. Numbers given in parentheses are the estimated uncertainties related to each 

endmember value. Analytical errors are all considerably smaller. 

 
  PO*-based 

PO* (mol∙kg-1) 

N/P-based 

PO4 (mol∙kg-1) 
endmember salinity 18O (‰) 

Atlantic Water (fa) 34.92(±0.05) 0.3(±0.1) 0.70(±0.05) 0.0596*[NOx] + 0.1139 ±0.02 

meteoric water (fMW) 0 -20(±1) 0.1(±0.1) 0.1(±0.1) 

sea-ice meltwater (fSIM) 4(±1) -2(±1) 0.4(±0.1) 0.4(±0.1) 

Pacific water (fp) 32.7(±0.2) -1.1(±0.2) 2.4(±0.3) 0.0653*[NOx] + 0.9400 ±0.02 
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